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There is a truth within the universe, one thatâ€™s long been disguised as forbidden knowledge. 

Itâ€™s up to Eve to crack the code, and enlighten humanity to the greatest lie ever told. But the loss

of her beloved grandfather and flood of all her past lives besieging her at once took her to a dark

place for six long weeks.Â   She emerges to find herself in Aurora, the vast new society thatâ€™s

risen from the ashes of North America, where old souls now live separate from newâ€”and her love

of lifetimes, Roman, has never left her side. But she quickly realizes there are two opposing forces

behind this impressive new world, and one of them wants to keep it teetering on the verge of war.

When she begins to decipher clues embedded all around her, it becomes clear that uncovering the

truth will be next to impossible, and exposing it may very well cost her life.
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"Ready for book 3! It's not easy to grab my attention, and even harder to hold it. Mission

accomplished on both accounts! I read Animus a few months ago, when I first discovered this

author, and I immediately marked her down as an author I wanted more of. When I received my

copy of Aurora, I'll admit I was a bit apprehensive to open it. What if it wasn't as good as the first

book? I hate when that happens... I'm so glad I overcame that fear! This book is even better! The

characters are intense, flawed, and beautifully interwoven to the story. I don't want to give anything

away, but I have to say the concept of aged souls and multiple reincarnations she twirls so

effortlessly is amazing! What a unique and brilliant concept! I can imagine so many spin offs and



side story possibilities, and I truly hope she writes some. If you're looking for a story to lift you to

another plane and fill you with suspenseful wonder and cringe-worthy thrills, you need to read this

book! It will challenge your concept of reality in a meaningful way, and open you up to a much larger

universe than you ever imagined." Sidney Wood "This series of books is one of those that you just

cannot stand to see end, but you cannot stop reading! The premise is unique and it combines

spirituality, human experience, transcendence, astronomy, astrology, mythology, science, love, hate

and makes this wholly new type of book. It's fast paced, it's enthralling and it has one of the most

bad ass, whip smart heroines I have seen in a book in a very long time. The author does not shy

from difficult subject matters and really dives into the way that time can be a blessing and a curse,

how it can take you outside of yourself or trap you inside. That we can be prisoners of our own false

constructs. Must read, would give it 10 stars if I could. Cannot wait for book 3!" Makara Berry

"Awesome, soul provoking, delightful, worth reading aloud, life changing, inspiring." Paja Penmaker

"Amazing read! I drew so many connections to our world today that it was freaky. Waiting for book 3

is going to be very hard....I want answers, and I know we will get them in the final book. Tiffany

FitzHenry will be a name the world will know....mark my words."  Customer "I've found that this is

one of those books that requires a rereading or three. It contains some pretty interesting and intense

concepts that provoke some internal conversation. The book is well researched and goes well

beyond the thin skin of the YA covering. Highly recommended." LucMee "I loved this second book in

the trilogy even more than the first, Animus. That was an excellent beginning and I flew through this

second installment. I can't wait for book three! This is a love story, a history lesson, a cosmic

revolution! Our heroine, Eve, has to come to terms with a new dystopia or lead the human race out

of it. I can't wait to see what comes in book three." Sheila M. Thomas "Another amazing book by

Tiffany FitzHenry! Learning Eve's truth is so exciting..... I am left hungry for more of this trilogy!"

Tisha W.

Tiffany lives outside Atlanta with her husband (her soulmate) and their two daughters. Sheâ€™s said

that the story of The Oldest Soul had been â€œmaking its presence knownâ€• for several years. Eve

first sprang into her mindâ€”like a bucket of cold water in the faceâ€”while on a walk in 2011, she

promptly went home and wrote the first 4 pages (which have remained unchanged since). But she

filed Eveâ€™s one-of-aâ€“kind journey away in her mind when work on other projects beckoned.

â€œIâ€™ve been a writer of all forms of stories since I was around seventeen and the potential

success of one of my TV pilots took me further from Eveâ€™s story, but what I didnâ€™t realize was

that I was always amassing inspiration for what would one day become The Oldest Soul. Everything



in my world somehow always circled back to Eve. The story is a force of natureâ€”and seemed to

move through me like an incredible breath of life from someplace else.â€• Tiffany has always said

that stories â€œknow what they want to be.â€• And that as a writer she feels itâ€™s her job to

â€œshow up and get out of the way.â€• Never has that felt so true than when Eve is telling her story.

â€œElaborate worlds infused with real human emotions and strong characters with thought

provoking stories are what fill my soul.â€• Tiffany has spent the past few years creating such worlds

in the form of original feature screenplays and TV pilots as a screenwriter. She is represented by

David Boxerbaum at Paradigm Talent Agency. www.TiffanyFitzhenry.com

I loved this second book in the trilogy even more than the first, Animus. That was an excellent

beginning and I flew through this second installment. I can't wait for book three! This is a love story,

a history lesson, a cosmic revolution! Our heroine, Eve, has to come to terms with a new dystopia,

or lead the human race out of it. I can't wait to see what comes in book three~

This series of books is one of those that you just cannot stand to see end, but you cannot stop

reading! The premise is unique and it combines spirituality, human experience, transendence,

astronomy, astrology, mythology, science, love, hate and makes this wholly new type of book. It's

fast paced, it's enthralling and it has one of the most bad ass, whip smart heroines I have seen in a

book in a very long time. The author does not shy from difficult subject matters and really dives into

the way that time can be a blessing and a curse, how it can take you outside of yourself or trap you

inside. That we can be prisoners of our own false constructs. Must read, would give it 10 stars if I

could. Cannot wait for book 3!

This is book 2 and it's definitely a roller coaster. The vocabulary and its application is easy enough

but the application in the writers format makes you reread to ensure your understanding her story ( I

mean this in a good way) for me not familiar with some of the concepts make this reader want to

learn more as well as grab the next book asap!!!

Awesomw, soul provoking,delightful, worth reading aloud, life changing, inspiring.

My favorite books that resonate deeply with many truths I believe we are beginning to receive.

Everybody should read these two books and follow the subjects written until their curiosity is sated.



The second book of the series blew me away ! The ending will leave you hanging and begging for

more . I'm hooked can't wait for book number three .

I give this book 5 stars as it opened my mind to the mysteries of life I have been asking myself for

years. I can't wait for the next book.

Amazing read! I drew so many connections to our world today that it was freaky. Waiting for book 3

is going to be very hard....I want answers, and I know we will get them in the final book. Tiffany

FitzHenry will be a name the world will know....mark my words.
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